
The Knowledge Needed in this New Era1 of the Kingdom

Society and our education system teaches us to highly value knowledge.  Knowledge is actually essential
for us at every level of life – you can’t live unless you learn (gain knowledge) about life. It's life’s social
capital we use for employment, promotion, status and handling situations and circumstances.

From  my  past  experience,  this  same  value  of  knowledge  is  found  in  the  church  system  where
theologians and Bible teachers promote it. Both use the Bible as the only source of Christian knowledge
and both advance the necessity to do copious amounts of Bible study, but for different reasons. One says
it's to learn about God and the other to find out what's in the text. From either direct we are told of the
essential need for daily Bible study so that we "know".

A big change came with the pentecostal movement and then the charismatic movement last century. The
window was opened for us to the spirit realm for the first time worldwide. There had been small pockets
of believers who had similar spiritual exposure during the past 2,000 years, but this has now become an
international phenomenon that everyone has access to without church persecution. 

These Holy Spirit movements showed us that we are spirit beings who are part of a spiritual kingdom
and involved in a spiritual war. This was a new paradigm for the 20 th century church, one that we didn’t
really conceive the relevance of. With it came new knowledge, spiritual knowledge, but also experience.
For the first time since the original followers of The Way2 we were taken out of our pew-warming
church lifestyle and thrust into the reality of who we are and what life with Jesus is all about. 

Along with the fantastic reality of being able to experience something rather than just know something
was skill.  Yes, for the first time we didn't have to become a professional Christian (minister, pastor,
missionary) to have valuable skills, we all had access to personal spiritual skills. No longer did it require
qualifications from a seminary, theological college or Bible college, we were all qualified as soon as we
were baptised in the Holy Spirit. From then on, experience, skills and knowledge readily flowed to those
who committed themselves fully to the Spirit.

This century the Trinity has released to us the paradigm of the Kingdom as an absolute reality, not a
theology. The information was in the Bible, but we didn’t grasp the essential nature of it because we
were taught that it was all about the Kingdom Jesus would rule over at the end of the age when he
returns. To use the expression ‘Kingdom now’ was irrelevant because we were totally ignorant that it
was already here. However, Holy Spirit began waking some of us up and the ‘light switched on’ that the
NC is all about the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. We gave up our religion and allowed ourselves to be
reprogrammed by our King through the knowledge he gave us so we could function properly in his
Kingdom.

Here are some of the essential knowledge about the Kingdom that we need to have:

• How to live in the Kingdom • Functioning as a Kingdom Community

• Our role in the Kingdom • Functioning as the ekklesia

• Our sonship • Becoming the genuine Body of Christ

• The realm of Heaven • The Bridal paradigm

• Inhabiting Heaven • Operating in an intimate relationship with the Trinity

• Working with Heaven • Living in oneness with the Trinity

• Aligning with Heaven • How to administrate all situations, etc.

You see, we aren’t Christians: we are citizens of Heaven. That’s very different and we need to know all
about this because it hasn’t been taught to us. We were informed by the Bible that we are sons, priests
and kings, but that’s all we knew. These are actually our birth rights which we receive when we are
spiritually reborn, but they are only statuses unless we know how to operate in them. Proper operation

1 – See canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf 
2 – Acts 9:2; 19:9; 24:14, 22
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requires training, just as a young prince and princess need training to become a king and queen. Our
training, just like royal training in the natural, requires many years before we are ready to operate in our
role(s).

The knowledge we receive from Community teaching sessions are vital for our maturity as sons. There’s
so much we don’t know because it’s not all in the Bible and scant few have undergone the training so
they can teach us. 

Personal revelation is the other way we get teaching, but this time it comes straight from the King to
each  of  us.  We share  these  and  have  them assessed  by  our  oversight  when  we gather  together  as
Community. This is one of the essential reasons for our meetings as a group. For example: None of us
knows about the levels beyond priest and king because they aren’t listed in the Bible. The knowledge
about  these  has  come  from revelation  and  from being  schooled  by  the  King  during  visitations  or
translocations to Heaven. Legislators and oracles are more advanced than a king, but you’ll have to wait
til I give training on these at a time when you’re ready for it. 

Here’s the situation many are in at the moment:

A lack of genuine hunger for knowledge about the Kingdom limits the intake of all that we need to
become conversant with. This is because our mind will shut out or block out anything that doesn’t fit the
‘shape’ of what we are wanting to hear. We are the ones stopping our own maturity because we don’t
want to hear from our King to the extent that he wants to inform us – and includes sources other than
your personal revelations.

The perspective we need is this: We've been brought back to where Adam was originally before the Fall
and it’s imperative that we learn to live in that unfamiliar environment. This puts a whole different angle
on the need for Kingdom teaching that’s provided by Community teachers and by revelation.

The knowledge given to the Community is also designed so we can answer theological and biblical
questions put forward by Christians and to reprogram them in the reality of the Kingdom.

We need Kingdom knowledge, experience and skills. However, we can’t get the experience unless we
have knowledge to put into action. And, we can’t develop Kingdom skills unless we have experiences to
train us. See why we have difficulty moving ahead in our maturity as sons?
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